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90(Optical, photographic, cinematographic, 

measuring, checking, precision, medical or surgical 

instruments and apparatus; parts and accessories 

1. [9004] Goggles (other than corrective.

2. [9005] Binoculars, monoculars, other optical telescopes, and mountings therefor; other 

astronomical instruments and mountings therefor, but not including instruments for radio- 

astronomy.

3. [9006] Photographic (other thancinematographic) cameras; photographic flashlight apparatus 

and flashbulbs other than discharge lamps of heading 8539.

4. [9007]Cinematographic cameras and projectors, whether or not incorporating sound 

recording or reproducing apparatus.

5. [9008] Image projectors, other than cinematographic; photographic (other than 

cinematographic) enlargers and reducers.

6. 9009 - Blank in Tariff

7. [9010] Apparatus and equipment for photographic (including cinematographic) laboratories, 

not specified or included elsewhere in this Chapter; negatoscopes; projection screens.

8. [9011] Compound optical microscopes, including those for photomicrography 

cinephotomicrography or microprojection.

9. [9012] Microscopes other than optical microscopes; diffraction apparatus.

10. [9013] Liquid crystal devices not constituting articles provided for more specifically in other 
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instruments and apparatus; parts and accessories 

thereof)

10. [9013] Liquid crystal devices not constituting articles provided for more specifically in other 

headings; lasers, other than laser diodes; other optical appliances andinstruments, not specified 

or included elsewhere in this Chapter.

11. [9014] Direction finding compasses; other navigational instruments and appliances.

12. [9015] Surveying (including photogrammetrical surveying), hydrographic, oceanographic, 

hydrological, meteorological or geophysical instruments and appliances, excluding compasses; 

rangefinders.

13. [9016] Balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or better, with or without weights.

14. [9017] Instruments for measuring length, for use in the hand (for example, measuring rods 

and tapes, micrometers, callipers), not specified or included elsewhere in the chapter. 

15. 9022 Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of alpha, beta or gamma radiations, for other 

than medical, surgical, dental or veterinary uses, including radiography or radiotherapy 

apparatus, X-ray tubes and other X-ray generators, high tension generators, control panels and 

desks, screens, examinations or treatment tables, chairs and the light.

16. 9023 Instruments, apparatus and models, designed for demonstrational purposes (for 

example, in education or exhibitions), unsuitable for other uses.


